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Government Documents at Dacus Library
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Space Shuttle Discovery

The Space Shuttle Discovery is scheduled to launch Dec. 7 at 9:35 pm EST,
weather permitting. The STS-116 mission is the third shuttle mission of 2006
and the 33rd mission for the Discovery. This launch will mark the 117th Space
Shuttle Flight and will be one of the most complicated missions ever performed.
During the 12-day mission, the crew will rewire the International Space Station
adding a segment to its integrated truss structure, which will allow the permanent
electrical system to be switched on. The space station has been running on a
temporary electrical system since 1998.
A detailed mission account can be found at:
http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/162182main_STS-116_Press_Kit.pdf
For a countdown of the mission and other information about the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Space Shuttle program, go here:
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/main/index.html
Many government documents concerning NASA can be found at Dacus Library.
Your Government Documents Department at Dacus Library has set up a NASA
display, including documents and photographs of NASA missions. Please stop
by and see what we have to offer.
Other information can be found on NASA’s new searchable Technical Reports
Server (NTRS) http://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp. This is a valuable resource for
locating current and historical documents. It includes three major collections:

NACA (1915-1958), NASA (1958-present), and NASA Image eXchange (NIX)
(1900-present). NTRS provides access to citations and online documents and
imagery for conference papers, images, journal articles, photos, meeting papers,
movies, patents, research reports, and technical videos.
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